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Abstract (en)
The invention provides a stenter pin having a pin body (12) made of pressed sheet metal. One end of the body is attached to a chain (18) that
moves the pin between the hot air/steam nozzles of a textile-drying or textile-treating stenter. The other end of the clip body is provided with a
stainless steel table (22) that co-operates with a knife-edge (21.3) of a clip gate to hold the edge of the textile while it is transported through the
stenter. Alternatively (as shown), the edge of the textile (4) may be retained by the pins (7.51) of a pin bar (7.5) which is also mounted at the front of
the clip body. The central region of the clip body has a V-shaped region (12.1) and a pair of rolling bearings (11.1) are mounted on the two arms of
the V-shaped region. The two pairs of rolling bearings move in guide channel rails (24, 25) fixed inside the stenter to prevent the tilting of the stenter
clip. The clip is made of pressed metal and so is cheaper than known clips; by arranging the bearing (11.1) at 45 DEG to the horizontal, the height of
the clip can be very small allowing the nozzles of the stenter to be positioned closer to the textile and hence allowing more efficient treatment of the
textile.
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